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DORM OPTIONS OFFERED 
Eight options �or dorm residence have 
been posted 1n all Bryn :-:ala' dorms, The 
options proposed by Residence Council include 
five s�"lng and three permanent options, 
reflectlr.g the vote hy the dorms last 
semester on the types of options desired 
(all dorms rotat��a. �our yer�anently 
stnrIe sex and four nermamently coed, � -
or three permanently s1ngle sex and three 
pemanently coed Nith two dorms swinging 
back and forth), Eac� antian includes 
provisions for increasen or decreases in 
doni exchange as well as £0110'l-11n6 the 
Board of Trustee's request that there 
always be a single-sex dorm with a dining 
hall. The dome will hold meetings early 
in the Neek to vote on their flr�t tlu'ee 
choIces, 
�everal problems 1n the range of choice 
have resulted 1n violent reactions. The 
major react ton is to the splitting of the 
Pembrokes, which six of the options do, 
One pemanent or'tion leaves both Pembroke·, 
single sex, and one SHins: option has re:n­
broke East switching with Denbish, and 
Pembroke :est permanently single sex so 
tha", both Pembrokes ,",ould be single sex 
every other yea:r. Fo option presented 
H111 have both fembrokes coed. The Board 
of Tru�tees last r-:arch dec ided that the 
Pembrokes t-lere separated dorms and that 
they could be dealt with accordingly, 
Pany residents of the Pembrokes feel that 
t'1e Tr1lstees do not realize the amount of 
interaction bet�een the dorms and content 
that '-Ihat effects one dorm will effect the 
other, A petition has been posted by Pe� 
"'est resident Kennedy Snith in both dorms, 
addressing this question, and it has over 
65 signatures from Pembroke's residents 
and much support from others in various 
dorms, Lee Kilgore, a Pembroke East 
resident, said, ''There 1s a lot of traffiC 
between the dorms, much like Rhoads north 
and South. They have one bells desk, one 
staff and one dining hall, ;md separation 
simply would not work." 
Nany residents of Rockefeller also feel 
that with no option leaving the Pembrokes 
and Rockefeller single sex they cannot 
endorse any option. Representatives in each 
of the dorms have agreed to present this 
view and resolutions that the residence 
council reconsider with this in �ind at 
the dorm meetings, 
�everal uaverford stucfents have also 
. expressed concern over t'1e options. Radnor 
resident "oel Evans l)Ointed out that due to 
security reasons Erdman and Radnor should 
not be sinBle �ex, Since both these dorms 
are located Ibn the edges of C8lllpUa and are 
isolated, to have them single sex would" 
result in security problems. 
Residence Council retains the final 
decision, and tdll follow the dorm vote 
only if one option is overwhelmingly favored. 
According to Residence CounCil :fead Kim 
Devlin, ''The !'LPlal decision will by up to 
the discretion of the Dorm Vice .. Presidents." 
-Judy Calhoun 
� 
Feb...ry 8. I97Il 
GOLD STOLEN! 
Five Bold nuseets, two crystal balls 
and an antique gold scale were stolen from 
a case in Park Hall sometiflle het'-Ieen 
6,00 pn Jan, 31 and '5,00 liM !'eb, 1, 
The thief broke a triangular hole in the 
glass of the case, and removed the 
objects through it, As yet there are no 
suspects, 
The theft wa� discovered by security and 
Dr, J, Crawford of the Geology Department 
�au told early February 1, when the pollce 
I·rere called. The police arrtved promptly 
and dusted the display case for �ineerprints, 
The broken case is now repaired.. 
Dr. E.C, Crawford, Curat(r of the 
mineral collection, is "very lJpset" about 
the theft. It is not known hOH the 
thief entered th� buildine, but Dr. 
Cratd'ord believes that "sometlnes doors 
to the 3cieuce building are blocked .open, 
or Q)ust not closed properly." ';e asks 
that "anyone Hho sees an open door, please 
pull it shut," 
The stolen articles are worth an 
undisclosed amount. The five gold 
specimens are Hhat is called. by eeoloBists 
native gold, i.e, ore found in nature. 
The tHO q11artz balls, one of pure crystal 
quartz, one of pink quartz, ' .... ere ground 
and polished in �ermany, 
The antique gold scale was donated by 
VI'. '-larold Arndt," the P6-year-old Associate 
Curator of t11e Collection. The ecale 
belonged to his great uncle, Jol,n 'esley, 
a Fennsylvania Dutchman Hho carried the 
scale around the Horn in the Gold �ush 
of '49, He arrived �n San :ranclsco and 
set up as a gold buyer, Just before he �-Ias 
due to sall back, his office was broken 
into, he was murdered, and all the eold was 
stolen, His father sailed out to California, 
and bro:Jght his soris body and t�e scale 
back to Fh1l1tpsburg, !'ew Jersey, from 
wher� it came to �ryn HaW"%". 
NINTH OPTION RKFUSED 
Residence Council head Y.im Devlin 
refused at Sunday evening's SGA meeting 
to officially introduce any options other 
than those already formulated hy 
Residence Counctl, at :'onday night's dorm 
:neetings, Despite considerable oP'Pos1tion 
from a n'Jr:lber of SGA members and of'!"'1cers, 
Devlin flatly rejected an option proposed 
by ex-Rockefeller president fUssy Yotlng. 
Youne's option H01:ld re-1ntrod'Jce the 
system followed in p=evious years of 
determining which Bryn f�ala' dorms would be 
single sex or coed, According to this 
syatem, Rhoads, Erd.1'fIan, !-,affner and aadnor 
would remain coed, Rockefeller, the 
Fembrokes, and Denblgh would be 3ingle sex. 
t .erion ilould become coed, should the need 
for an additional coed dorm arise, This 
system was follo .... ed h'ithout difficulty 
cont'd on pae;e 2. 
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until last year, when Residence Council 
decided to make Denbigh, rather than to1erion, 
coed, thus making all dorms "ith dining 
halls coed. 
Rather than return to this system, 
Residence Council discussed eight new 
possible pians, dividing the dorms into 
various single sex/coed categories, 
Opposition to these options arose immed­
iately, as all but one of the eight options 
would �ake one-half of the Pembrokes 
coed. A grOllp from Pembroke -'est 
explained at the SGA meeting that noise, 
traffiC patterns, a common bells desk, 
etc., would change the character of the 
single sex half of Pembroke, should the 
other half become coed. The group felt 
that, with only one option a�lowing both 
Pembrokes to remain single sex, Resi-
dence COlmcil is giving the community no 
choice at all. Also, none of Residence 
Council's options provided for both 
Pembrokes becoming coed, 
In formulating options, Devlin said, 
Residenca Council conSidered two 
factors 1 one dorm with a dining hall 
must become single sex, and Merion and 
rtadnor, both being considered undeSirable, 
must not both be single sex J)r coed, A 
member of the Pembroke >'fest group 
mentioned that only by allowing students 
to vote on Young's proposed option can 
Residence Council then accurately determine 
which of these factors the community 
considers more important. 
In response to Devlin's refusal, 
Young anNem '!est president Helen Horton 
distributee! a statement to Sryn t·lawr 
residents ':onday, suggesting that YOlmg's 
option be discussed at Monday evening's 
dorm meet ings. 
Student Attacked 
A student was attacked at around 7100 
1'1. m. Sunday, January 28, 1:. t!':.e Mouse Room 
of the Biology Building. The Lower 
Nerion TownShip Police have apprehended. no 
suspects as yet, 
The student was rushed. to Bryn Hawr 
Hospital, accompanied by President 
NcPherson, Dr, 1I0odruf£, Dean Leach, and 
two undergraduates, and later taken to 
the i,lf1.rmary in "satisfactory condition." 
The news that a student had been 
attacked was announced at Plenary by 
Diane Lewis at El120, and at 10100 Ms, HcPherson 
c&l!le to Flenary to annOWlce that the student 
had not been serlously hurt, 
The incident has created great anger 
on behalf of the student and a demand for 
greater security on c8m'pus. 
Posters with a composite picture of 
th.e assailant have been posted on doors all 
over campus. 
President r·1cPherson, Dean Dunn, and 
Tim Pierson, Director of Physical Plant, 
all met �ith science department faculty 
to discuss ways of improving sec�lty in 
the science building, 
Cont'd next column 2 
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Until the security is improved, however, 
the administration reiterates its request 
that no student go to the Science building 
along after dark, and that all doors to 
the SCience building be ke�t firmly shut, 
Rumors of Coed, 
other matters 
A rumor that the Haverford Board 
of t1anagers met Saturday night and 
declared Haverford's complete coeducation 
caused. much concern at Bryn Mawr early 
this week. The report was denied by 
Haverford president Robert stevens but 
some sources still report that the decision 
has already been made, 
A staff member 1n Erdman originally 
reported that the Soard of !·ianagers made 
the decision, Robert 3tevens denied the 
rumor catesoricslly, giving a resume 
of his activities Saturday evening, "If 
there was a meeting, 1--, '5 news to me," 
he stated, adding that the tale was ?r0b­
ably started by "a bunch of dxunken 
Haverfordians, " 
EQ�in Bronner, professor of hlstory and 
head of the Haverford faculty committee on 
coedllcation, also could not confi:m the 
rumor, A meeting of the Board of Managers, 
who are scattered across the cOllntry, ' .... ould 
be unlikely, he expla:ined, Houever HOl{ard 
Marsh, a Board member from out of town, 
was on campus in January and Bronner re­
ported that he has had reason to beli ve 
that there was some Board activity at that 
time, 
Bronner ended with a comment on Stevens' 
words at the Sryn !�awr faculty meeting, 
saying, "Stevens was wise and responsible. " 
Another source said that a member 
of the Board of Trustees reported that the 
coeducation deaston had already been �ade, 
but that the announcement would be delayed 
unt 11 an undisclosei t 1me, In addl t io., 
Residence Council head Kim DeVlin sald 
that the meeting concerning the future 
of cooperation, at which Stevens was present, 
was conducted "in the spirit that �averford 
would go coed. " 
In the conversation �tith Stevens the 
Haverford president commented on other 
matters concerning Bryn t-:awr. He stated 
that "all the things 'Horth talkine about 
were talked about" .:.t the +'a culty meeting 
last week, He further stated that he was 
"very uncomfortable" discussing the subject 
at this point because "anything I say gets 
me into trouble." He Hopes to have his 
views on caeciucation formulated within 
two weeks, perhlr-ps in written form, 
SK<: Al umnae Views 
Betsy Havens, Director of the Alumnae 
ASSOCiation, said of �averford's actions, 
''The a}tunnae are watching with a great deal 
of interest," They are uncertian of their 
position of what Bryn �awr ShOllld do, how­
ever, because "the alumnae are not on campus 
and "don't have the informatton," She in­
dicated that the alumnae will support the 
administration regardless of thejr positjor., 
Ms, Havens said the alumnae want to support 
students' positions but need to know what 
they are, 'To be informed, tI she saId, "is 
the precondition of support," 
--MelocHe Burford and !-:ary I{urst 
S G A :' Can did ate s 
The following 1. a prel1lll1na!')' 
list ot candidates for SGA oftiee •• 
More candidate. _y b. 011 the tinal 
list r theae are thoae nall1nated a. 
ot Sunday night. 
President. 
H1llary Hordman 
Che!,),l Holland 
Vice Presidant, 
Treasurer I 
Secretary. 
L1bbyWh1te J 
lllna llann 
Anno Platt' 
cathy Parukol 
lllna L1ebao/m, 
llary ","ance. Slah.tka 
J1ll1an hcher 
HOnor Board H .. .d I 
Mia", Young 
","eddy AdelJoaD 
a..idenc. Council' 
Laura Prend.rgast 
Anno-l!ar1e Johnson 
T:l-ad1t1ons Kistree., 
llartha Bayl ••• 
Becky Hohle. 
Act1v1t1 •• Head, 
Roz C�I 
CUrriculum Camnitte.'1 
Sarah Murray 
Board ot fru.t ... I 
L1sa Schitfren 
Michelle Gardner-SI!I1 th 
Repr .. entat1ve to the- 'acu1t.". 
Ca ther1ne n.Beou 
Ruth Ro.enheck 
lIelan1e- _ards 
Bbnor Board • 
• 80 Ter!,), T:bolin 
1Ion1 •• Holloway 
Cheryl Antel 
'81 Todd Garth 
Cella Appolgate 
'!Tonne Brown 
!aren Ra8llUssen 
Andrea Herz 
'82 Judy Calhoun 
Molani. Brown 
llargot Bo1gOll 
1Ion1.. Lee 
Anna Marie Lopez 
Willa Seldon 
SE CURITY AUGMENTED 
In catcarn over the recent 
attack in the Sc1enco Building, 
.tudent. and Colle&e Security 
personnel have been discussing 
V&p to increase security in the 
building. 
A .tudent petition which ...  
circulated during last week's 
Plenary called Cor two .pecit1cal� 
&osignecl security guarda, one to be 
rtat10ned at tho front door and 
another to circulate inside the 
building. student. allo requested 
that tho front door be tho on� 
open .,trance, that the lock. b. 
changed, and that outeide I<eyhol .. 
3 
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be rtlloved, on all other' doors, 
Security vaa receptive to the .tudenta' 
request.. Plan. tor .. security station 
(u in Canaday) are under ser1ou8 conl1d­
eratlC1'l. C"oncern wa. expressed OVer 
whether a student or .. profesaional 
guard would b. 80 .tat101led. ene stUdent 
r ...  rked that it a stud.nt held the 
position. lb. would be ". prime target 
tor an attack." It a tight frmt door 
station were ma1n+:.ined, the circulating 
guard would be unnecessary, though periodic 
check. through the building would be 
continued. 
In the meantime, Security agreed 
that all door. to the building be locked. 
It 1. a180 planned to put chains on 
IIneral of the back doors, though this 
could b • •  een a8 a fire hazard, since 
ex1.ts &s well as entrances would be 
restricted. 
Th. College N ...  checked the 
building on Sunday afternoon and found 
all the doors loeked, though no chains 
vere vieibl. fram the outside. 
Students vishing to enter the 
Science building at any time should call 
Security. 
PLENARY FAILS 
Tho plena!')' a tt_pted by tho Bryn 
Mawr Selt Gov Association on Sunday, Janu_ 
ary 28 tailed due to lack of quol'Ulll. The 
.sa8lllbly and Associatim were surprised 
at the railure to reach quoM:lll because the 
quorcm requirSlents had been reduced !'rem 66:' to 5l:li oC the Association, and al.o 
bac.use ot the cancreteness oC the issues 
at the agenda. 
There were J quorum counts during 
the evening .. _ one at 9' p.k. a rter a dorm 
to·donn plea tor partici}.'&tion,one at 9tJO 
which left the meQting 88 short of quorum, 
and one at 10 p.m. after the arrival of a 
Blue Bus trCln Havertord. At the last count, 
the meeting wa. .till a full 80 .hort ot 
the necessary 582. Atter some disculsion 
on the floor as to whether debate should 
ensue am a sense ot the meeting be taken, 
the meeting was adjourned when it became 
apparent that Ifill people were willing to 
stay. 
Activities He.d Anne Platt was 
�stressed by the student body'. irrespon� 
db1l1ty and lack ot c�tbnent.· 
"The apathy on the Bryn Mawr CaJnp.1S 
towards major deciaions arfecting them and 
their college appalls •• , " added Judy 
Calhoun, t82. "People c<:m\ylain about the 
syrle oC government here, but are not 
willing to give up a tw hours ot their 
tiae to change it, or to make their voice 
heard. " 
$700 w .. .  pent by SGA in printing 
.. ter:1Al. tor Plenary. This is the second 
plena!')' to have failed in tho pa.t 2 yoar •• 
Both were sponsored by the present adJdnl­
nrat:1on. 
The Collese Newa 
A DEGREE OF SUCCESS 
a �chJate's vie� 
When you graduate froll Bryn Mawr you will 
be paler, poorer, and lIore prone to lmlges­
ticn than you were when you arrived for 
Freshman Week, 80 many yea.z:s before. You _ 
Nill be superbly trained 1n one f1eld. Aca­
demics. Bryb Mawr trains scholars ani trains 
them very well. An astonishing percentage 
of' Bryn Mawr students go on to advanced de­
grees, whatever their field. Unfortunately, 
while four years of Bryn Mawr may not have 
quenched your thirst for knowledge, it pro­
bably did terrible things to your finances. 
The urge to have money to spend, either on 
graduate school or on season tickets to the 
ballet, is ven strong. The urge to have 
an aIiIswer to the question, "And what do you 
do?" I when asked. at parties, 1s equally 
strong. (Actually, the urge 1s even strongrr 
when 1 t 1s a family reunion, but. then the .. 
question 1s more likely to be, And what 
are you going to do?", which affords you & 
Wider selection of answers before you stray 
across the border into outright lies.) The 
urge will lead you almost inevitably to 
!ecide to get a job. 
Once the decision 1s made, the job�ou 
are looking for takes on a fey, elus1ve 
quality. What field can you qualify to enter 
that will provide prestige, meaningful work, 
and a respectable wage? Unless you have 
either specialized training or pertinent 
experience, finding the ideal job will take 
some search! ng. 
On 1 ts vwn, a Bryn Mawr degree in the com­
petitive job. market is worth_ exactly what any 
other college degree is worth--a foot in the 
door. It�enables you to say that you are a 
college graduate. Your interviewer may have 
attended Bryn Mawr or have known someone who 
d1d. If not, do not expect them to be im­
pressed. You have several. qualities that are 
of greater importance. With their own eyes, 
interviewers can see that you are alert I 
articulate and determined to work. If you 
are the right person for the job, they Will 
be inclined to hire you, but they are paid 
to eliminate applicants by finding out who is 
unsuitable, unqualified, and unlikely to fit 
in with the other �rkers. One easy way t o  
get eliminated is to assume that Bryn Mawr's 
qualities are universally known and to look 
down on the�interv1ewer for being 19norant 
of them. Another �ethod that works very n1cely 
is to chat easily with the interviewer about 
the job for some t1me, then, when they ask 
you in a comfortable, confiding way what a 
talented, multi-faceted person like you would 
do if you could have a job you �ALLY 
wanted, tell them the truth. Very few busi­
nesses want to h1re brilliant young people 
who would really rather be collecting Gaelic 
folk songs in the He8rides. 
Fortunately, Bryn Mawr graduates seem t o  
have a knack for finding rew�ing work. 
Perhaps some process instills over our four 
years' stay a sense of what is truly valu&ble, 
and an instinct for the k;nd of work that can 
satisfy each ird.ividu&l. Certa1nly Bryn Mawr 
generates enthusiasm, a vital commodity when 
searching for tht perfect job, Half the 
(Can't on next column) 
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battle is identifying what sort of job \ 
would be closest to perfection. It 1sn't 
easy, but it can be done--like finding 
a fork when you get to the dining hall 
late. Just give yourself some time. 
. --Caroline Stevermer 
Canline Stevermer is a 1977 graduate who 
has wor�ed-in museums, personnel, and 
placement. She is currently collecting 
Gaelic folksongs in New York City. 
The Goddess & Women's Rites 
"At the V8ZY dawn of religion, God 
was a w�an. Do you remember?" 
When God Was .! Woman. by Merlin Stone 
(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $),95) already 
rests on the bookshelves of many people 
interested in 81Ithropology. history of' 
religion. or tennis.. Those who have not 
seen it will find an intere6Ung and 
heavily documented account of the eight 
thousand years, begiMing around 8000 B.C., 
when the central deity in many Old World 
cultures was a Goddess. There is some 
evidence, in fact, that the Goddess was a 
central figure of worship as far back as 
the Upper Paleolithic culture. of about 
25,000 B.C. Variously known as Innin, 
Inanna. Nana, Nut, Anat, Anahlta. Iehtar, 
Isis, Au Set, Ishara, Asherah. Ashtart, 
Attoret, Attor and Mathor, the cultures 
worshipping the Goddess of many names were 
wiped out over a long period of time by 
invaders from the north, where the gods 
were male. When God Was a Woman documents 
evidence of �ex1stence� explores theories 
for her disappearance, and wonders1 what 
was life like in the cultuxes where Cod was 
a woman'? 
A serlous jtbstacle to the dE:veloPlient 
of study of �he Goddess has been the pre­
conceived notions of religious scholars. 
The ancient women who followed the sexual 
customs of the Goddess faith were known as 
gadesh. or holy, women I anthropologists have 
repeatedly referred to them as "ritual 
prost1 tutes. II These biases stem largely 
from Hebrew and Christian teachings. in 
which Eve is responsible �or the downfall 
and misery of all people. An Episcopalian 
priest in San Francisco summed the argu­
ment u p  nicely in 19711 "The sexuality of 
Chrsit is no accident nor is his masculinity 
incidental. This is the divine choice." 
. And Sarah Grim.ke replied, "Even admitting 
that Eve was the greater sinner, it seems to 
me that man might be satisfied with the 
dominion he has claimed and exercised for 
nearly six thousand years ••• All I ask of 
our brethren is that they will take their 
feet from off our necks"." 
The truth about this book is that hist­
orical and religious suppesi tions are almost 
necessarily entwined 1n feminism. Philosophy 
and theory are given little space, and fact 
--often flashing from one cul tu:re to another 
--rules supreme. The facts are alrgely 
culled from other anthropological texts, 
giving the reader little idea of the d'g3ee 
of bias, if any, that might be present. 
But it is a starting point. Stone gives 
leads to ideas that should provoke fUrther 
interest and study--for examJ:le, the Goddess' 
male companion (a son or brother) who 
became her lover. He was known as I8m.uzi, 
(oont,. or.. r. b ; 
• 
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'Ibu Win Bell ... That A Man c.n Be Held Up By Strings 
It's up, up, and away with one of the 
bigsest media blItzes of all time to 
publicize a movie about a grown man · .... ho 
flies around 1n red underwear, You guessed 
1t, Zuperman (the movie) is here. Opened 
dllring the Christmas holiday to pull in 
the famUies, Snper!'lan has raked in quite 
a bit of money, certainly enough to reconp 
the $)P mIllIon spent on the production. 
r!y only question Is - why? 
The story of �uperman is certainly 
great movte material. And the promo 
campaign tried to convince us before­
hand that �uperman was a great movie. 
r.o ..... ever, this movie is a simpleminded 
production which goes for Blmmlkkry 
over charac;er portrayal, glosu over 
substance. 
'ith an all-star cast (most of the 
acting is fine) and a $38 million dollar 
hlldget, I would thl1nk that some imagina­
tion would also be available to bring 
50�e fresh'1ess to the C:;uperman story. 
�\Jt no, The scri'('t Is uneven - cne can 
tell that it has been rewr1tten three 
times, and !1'1lIch of the dialogue is 
incred.tbly trtte. 
The �ilm opens with 13 minutes of 
credJts (·"h1ch is ..... hat happens when you 
have an all-star cast,) Any film that 
presumes 1t can hold an audience's 
attention for i) minutes of credIts 
merits immediate susnicion, 
He then arr1ve, through outer space, 
at Krypton, ';uperman I s home planet. 
Krypton is a dying planet, its sun 
about to explode, Superman's (Kal-el's) 
_ 
fatr.er, Jor-el, is a SCientist who has 
predicted the ultimate demise of the 
• 
planet, but the other scientists and the 
politicians refure to believe him, They 
also forbid him to tell anyone of his 
pr81tictions, Jor-el alld his wife, not 
\ota'1ting to leave their home planet but 
wanting to save their baby son, send 
Kal-el off to a compatible planet, Earth, 
jn a spaceship. 
Sllperman's ship arrives at Earth 
(after a r�ve minute intergalactic voyage) 
and cras�-land� in a field, An elderly 
cOI.rple who I"\ave never had a child but 
want one are co�veniently dr1ving past and 
:""ind h1m. '30 JOf"athan and �·:artha Kent, 
thollgh they realize sOiTlethlng is different 
about this bab� (after all, how many come 1n spaceships?), take him as their own, 
and proceed to raise him as t'1e All­
AMerican Boy. 
The �ovle deals with this material in 
a cO!r.peten�" and totally unoriginal way, 
:'arlon :qrando as Jor-el is fair, but he 
can't quite overcome the terrIble script 
he has been given, The special effects 
of the exploding sun and the launching 
of the spaceship are well done - but 
more than gimmicks 1.5 needed, 
The main problem 15 that too much 
time is spent on Krypton, The makers of 
this movie made a big mistake 1n under­
estimating the audience's familiarity with 
�ont'd next column 5 
the �uperman m�h, As Eomeone who 
has read many an Action Co!l'l�C hook, I 
think I know pretty well what r"ould pappen, 
The director could have used the 
expectations and knowledge of t�e 
audience to create some tension and 
excitement. Be seems rather to have stuck 
by the maxim, "you never lose a�.y !'Ioney 
'mderestlmating the intelligence of your 
audience, " 
Another problem is the use of :dde 
screen, jide r.creen 1s undoubtedly great 
for a spectacular-film, which t'1is f11m 
Hants to be, However, the director does 
not knOt" hoW' to use the wide screen, and 
too often the actors and actresses are 
�ositivelly swallowed up by the backgrounds, 
There are too many empty spaces in this film, 
'11th wide screen, and with a scri'pt wMch 
relies so heavily on basiC plot, we get 
very Ii tIe insight into the c'_ «.racter of 
3u erman or indeed of anyone else. 
There is, of course, his relatio���ip 
"'ith Lois Lane. This is the part of the 
movie that really makes me sick, Su-perman, 
has left his hometown for T�e Bi� City. Dis­
�llsed in his civilian identity as mtld­
mannered Clark rent, he promptly gets a job 
as an investigative reporter wjth the Daily 
Planet, And he meets I.ois lane, a fello'" 
reporter who, played by !!argot Kidder, i3 a. 
rather good-looker, And to -..rhom Clark (a. 
k. a, Superman) rather takes a fancy, But 
o f  course Lois, being the Homan she is, 
would never fall for a milksop like Clark, 
Superman (a.k,a. Clark) soon appears on the 
scene in hetronolis, doing his sav10r rou­
tine somewhere' or other. Lois, Dedicated 
Girl neport-er, makes up her mind to get an 
exclusive interview with this stra�6e (but 
very good looking) young man. And she falls 
madly in love with him. 
;:0'.1, this is very Unconvincing. It is 
not unconvincing that she be attracted to 
Superman, or even fall in love with 
h1m (Christopher �eeve is what 15, ! believe, 
termed "quite a hunk"), �oW'ever, she, 
who is first portrayed as a tough, hard 
bitten city reporter, independent, self­
sufficient and damn smart, totally nelts 
wheneyer she sees hl�, And �rhen he takes 
ner flying in outer space -- oh boy. 
This whole relationship (this whole 
mOVie) is totally a man's fantasy of 
a woman's fantasy of a man, or course 
don't all women w,· ... t rI- v7r:rol n'ltlf"I t .. ( ........ . ) .... ; 
them, to dominate th8lll. with their 
superior rationality and brute strength? 
And aren't all tough, independent women 
just really waiting for the right man to 
come along�(If your answer is "yes", you'll 
love this movie). 
There is more to the movie -- a vlll"J. t1 
is thrown in, uith a totally inane 
plan for takinG: over the earth (but one a 
geol� majors should appreCiate). 
There 15 an obligatory SCEl:le jn which 
Superman is exposed to Kryptonite, and he 
15,(of course) saved by the villain'� 
girlfriend (uho can't res1.st his super 
appeal) • 
(Con't P.�) 
The College News 
FRESHMAN SHOW 
NO 'BOMB 
Bryn Ma><r has the boa b. The Freshman Claos 
Show, however, was def1ni tely not one. "The 
Owl That Roared'," a musical. parody based on 
"The Mouse That Roared" and on an idea of one 
Miranda K. McFollicle, suggested an 1ngen1us 
solution to Br,yn Mawr's present financial 
51 tuation. An organiu.tion, they said, can 
.ake few more profitable actions than declar­
ing war on the United States and then being 
roundly defeated. Therefore, when the U.S. 
passes a law making coeducation mandatory, the 
College secedes and promptly declares war, 
ant1cipating the inevitable fiow of a.1d given 
to the vanquished.. Besides for normal oper­
ating expenses, the College needs money to 
post bail for Dean Dunn, who had chained. her­
self to City Hall for ERA .  and to forestall 
the threat of "no more cream. cheese for our 
bagels"--a dismal pvespect indeed! 
In the Freshmen's version, however, a prob­
lem develops when the expected defeat never 
materializes. Into Philadelphia ride the 
troops of the Grand Duch,y of Bryn Mawr, equipped 
with valor, awe, and chastity belts (Phila­
delphia i. coed). They find the city deserted 
because of a SJDog alert and encounter no res­
istance in claiming the city in the name of 
the Grand Duchess McPherson. In the process, 
they capture a mad scientist wbohas constructed 
a bomb. Using the bomb as a threat, Bryn Mawr 
is th;en able to command large sums of money 
from the U.S. after all and is once more free 
to pursue its policy of higher education 
for women. 
The story was supported by an able cast 
despite a general lack of adequate voice p�_ 
jection. Hilarie Gaylin gave a strong per­
fomance as Mary Patterson McPherson, Grand 
Duchess. Her characterization tended. to emu­
late the regal bearing and speechmaJdng style 
without paying specific attention to disting­
ulehlag mannerisms. Ingrid Bodtker as "Jane" 
a member of the board, was a wonderfully 
, 
exuberant advocate of pursuing "The Impossible 
Dream". Ruth Herold as 81'1 elder member of 
the group, and Jenny Brown as the Comptroller 
were also capable actresses. Other entertain­
ing �rsonalities were provided by Leila 
Monaghan as the befuddled and bespectacled 
"mad SCientist", Margaret Breen as a libidin­
ous, Villanova-crazy student, and Anne Fabiny 
as a transfer from MIT. Saturday night's 
intermission was commanded by Margot Bo1gon 
who zealously solicited bids for publicity 
posters and for the Class Animal. "Do I hear 
a hundred dollars? Mrs. Shill1ngford,,?" 
Whereas Friday night's ecene changes".oved 
slowly, the problem was remedied Saturday I 
night by the multitalented Kathryn Morgan who, 
dressed as a witch, performed spontaneous 
mime between scenes. Musical accompani�ent 
for both nights was provided by M'liss Moore 
and Bridgit Scioscia. 
The overall tone of the show was distinctly 
pro-Dryn Mawr and pro-komen's education. 
Haverford was pointedly ignored, as evidenced 
� its omission in the mnemonic device, "Old 
Maids Never Wed and Babies Rarely". In the 
final scene, which was a reception for the 
other Seven Sister Collages. "the ghost of 
Radcliffe" made a somber appearance and the 6 eaissary from Vassar was denied admittance 
• 
• 
--Ruth Clarlt 
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Pianist Performs 
A emall but fr.1 endly audience was 
treated to a moet engaging perf'011flance 
by Bryn Y.a><r junior Claudia Nelson in 
Goodhart Music 1\00111. last Saturday. Ms. 
Helson has studied the piano since the 
age of five, 
'!'he perfoDDBllce opened w1 th four 
Scarlatti sonatas, demonstrating her 
well-arliculated style. She followed this 
with Beethoven's Sonata No.2. The lyrical 
second movement made a nice contrast to 
the technical precision of the openir.g and 
closing movements. 
. Following a short intermission Ms. 
Nelson returned to present works of John 
Field and Chopin. Her interpretations 
of these romantics were wisely not allowed 
to become overly sentimental. The high 
point of the recital was Chopin's Premiere 
Ballade, Ms. Nelson's obvious favorite. 
The flair with which she played this piece 
eclipsed the rest of her performance. The 
flowing theme and majestic final chords 
were treated with obvious relish. 
Overall Ms. Nelson ke'Pt her performance 
conservative, d1*llaYi"'j her abilities 
admirably. 
WHEN GOD (cont. from page 'f) 
Tammuz, Attie, Adonis. Osiris, or Baal, and 
died in his youth, causing an annual period 
of mourning. After all this, the Christian 
male version of creation and fall does in­
deed appear as lOa point of view". 
When God Was a Woman 1s not the defin­
It1;e-iuthOr1tyon the subject. It could 
do with less clutter of facts and more thor­
ough attempts. at lDtorpr.tation. It 1li of 
vaat importance because of its complete 
documentations, what amounts to a rev .. 
olutlonary consideration of the importance 
of matriarchy, ma tralineal or Goddess faith 
societies, and because of the doors 1 t 
opens. And a lot of people, such as a 
particular Episcopal1an priest in San Fran­
cisco, could do with a reading. 
-- Martha Bayless 
YOU WILL (cont. from page S) 
There is a spectacular finish wi ttl many 
good special effects--as a matter of fact, 
the last ten minutes of the film are the 
best. The wide screen is used effectively, 
an d  we get a bit more feeling of Superman 
the man. The ending, however. Is very 
abrupt--because of COUTSe there will be a 
sequel. 
I can wait. 
--Sarah Murray 
DRAMA 
Persons interested in working on production 
committees for Everything in the Garden, 
the spring show from the Bryn Mawr .. haver­
ford Drama Club, are encouraged to contact 
Steve Mindlin in Radnor or Ruth Clark in 
Rockefeller. Experience is not necessary. 
, 
The College T;ews 
-Le tte rs -
I was very disturbed to see the list 
of dorm options for next year, Only one 
option permits both Pembrokes to remain 
single-sex, and none maintain the Pembrokes 
and aockefeller as single-sex, There are 
many people in the community who would 
favor an option which left these three dorms 
as they are. fe should at least be allowed 
the opportunity to consider this. 
I f  the Fembrokes and Rockefeller 
remained. single-sex, Nerion would then have 
to go coed. The objection has been made 
that this would be unfair to those who 
choose to live coed, as some of the rooms 
there are less desirable, This 1s contestable; 
even if it is a sound view, the community 
is entitled to reject an option which makes 
tt coed, The option was presented in last 
year's choice between Denbigh and �:erion 
as the dorm to go coed, and there should be 
no reason that that option should not exist 
this year. In fairness to all, the option 
sho'J.ld at least be pre5ented to be approved 
or rejected, . 
A resolution w1.1l be pre�ented at all 
the dorn meeti�gs on the residence issue 
which states that no vote can be fair 
which does not include an option keeping 
the Pembrokes and Rockefeller single-sex, 
Those of us who favor such an option 
feel that these dorms, which unlike Herion', 
have always been single-sex, should remain 
so, It is especially important that the 
Pembrokes have the same status, as the 
traffic over the arch between the two 
would rob whichever one was single-sex of 
its single-sex feeling. All three dorms 
have strong tTaditions and a real feeling 
of communitYl and we feel that we should 
at least be permitted the opportunity to 
preserve them. 
Janice Sebring 
�ockefeller 
Don't Split Pem 
'81 
The furor over the new dorm options 
points out all too clearly fundamental 
prohlems now facing the Bryn Mawr Commun­
ity, These dorm optio ns seem consciously 
designed to root out the traditionally 
single-sex dorms and to foreclose our liv­
ing options. It is idiotic to imagine that 
one of the Pembrokes can be single-sex and 
the other co-ed., The two dorms are Siamese 
Twins, linked by the arch, the bellS system, 
and their traditions--if one side becomes 
co-ed thAn the single sex atmosp¥"'l"e in 
the other will be hard pressed tJ maintain 
itself. If '9ryn !:awr were a co-ed. insti­
tution it might make sense to make one Pem­
broke all male and the other all female; 
but 'qryn .. !awr is not a co-eel college. '1e 
are appalled that there are those in this 
community who would intentionally seek to 
break the s�irit of our most traditional 
dorms, The suggestion that Rock be made 
co-eel recalls the spiteful machinations of 
of the Denbigh '�1tchh\lnt and threatens our 
(Con't next column) 
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last treasuries of tradition. 
" e fear that the threat to ROCkefeller 
is representative of the decay of the essen­
tial Bryn Va"lr-- the Eryr: �:awr that flour­
ished. in the years during which the f!rst 
dorms were built, the Bryn ilawr which stood 
for a sincere commitment to WO'llen I s educa­
tion. The dormitory exchange is rerhaps 
the clearest manifestation of the exploit.­
atlve situation-festering in the bi-college 
community �odaY. Exploitation is an ugly 
word, and so is the situation it has engen­
dered on this campus. 
Bryn ! !aw.r is Iwavering in its essent � al 
philosophy, because it is placing another 
institution's interests above its own, . Al­
though academ1c cooperation is financially 
and educationally sound, when too many co�­
promises are effected, cooperation becomes 
nore detrimental than oeneflc1al. The Col­
leges continue to be fallaciously peddled 
as joint institlltions \:1th ... ·'tual goals, 
This problem 1s exemplified by three of the 
community's most important publicationsl 
the Pews, the yearbook, and the Adnissions 
Prospectns, The very fact that the Colleges 
maintain separate admissions offices a�d 
academic requirements validates the conten­
tion that they have distinct and immiscible 
ideals, 
Bryn i:awr is prostitutine its ide�t.ity 
to produce a bastard "co-educational" so­
ciety, "'e cannot have a single-sex insti­
tution that 1s half male, row that !1aver­
ford has acknowledged its commitment to fu'l 
co-.education, it is time for Bryn ftlawr to 
look to its own house'and to strengthen ite 
own foundation. I f  our facilities are lack­
ing, t�en !!! must improve them, '3ryn Eawr 
College, as founded :!.n lees, lias not a 
hyphenated entity, and it must not be one 
now, 
�elen Alten '82 �adnor 
Lauren Cercone 'S1 Pem East 
t-:ary Cossy '81 Erdman 
Fhilomena Hausler 'Pl �ussian House 
Leslie Kurke 'el herion 
Eileen O'Donnell '81 Pem East 
Lisa Schiffren 'B1 �ockefeller 
3al11e Shipp '81 Pem East 
!-1artha Zawacki '82 llerion 
Why Plenary Failed 
An open letter to Pres.1dent r'cTersonl 
Dear President 1,:cPherson, 
I was one of the 500 who spent two 
hours waiting to see if quorum could be 
reached at Flenary, I talked with my 
friends about ho� unfort��ate it is that 
so many people seen unable to find tine for 
Plenary, It is, after all, very important; 
it is the only time when the entire 
comlR11l1ity comes together to discu!,;5 and 
make decisions for the year to come. S\':m 
the new proposed cO!lstitntlo!l did not 
brin!! people out, But I have realized 
since then that it is not only the student's 
fault that so many people place studying 
above this important event. The fact is 
that there is a tremendous gap between the 
stated imuortance of Plenary and the actual 
importance that the faculty and the admin­
istration seems to assign to it by their 
actions, 
Cco .... t. p s) 
, 
The College Ne". 
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Plenary comes and nothing else changes, 
The library stays open, Students still 
have lots of work for Honday. I hope that 
I am not mistaken in believing that it 1s 
the community that is the basis of life 
here, and not just something to fit into 
our schedules when there 1s time. "fuy 
couldn't tho library be c.losed for a few 
hours? >'1hy couldn't . p..o fessors juggle 
their assignments a bit? There could be 
inconveniences, but I hope that the goal 
would justify them, 
Please think on this idea. I am un­
sure about what can be done. with it, But 
I think that the student body would wel­
come any changes of this sort, and that 
quorum could then be easl1y atta.ined 1n 
future Plenarles. 
Harold Underdown,He '81 
EDIT O RIAl: 
DORM-DRAW 
From the negative response of a large 
number of Bryn Mawr students, it appears 
that the Residence Council has failed 1n 
its effort t o  provide the Bryn r"'awr com_ 
munity with a truly representative array --' 
of living options for the coming donn 
draw, At first glance, the eight options 
appear comprehensive, but upon closer 
scrutiny most of them have been found in­
adequate and many of them totAlly unaccep­
table, 
All options are in Une with the Board 
of Trustees· provision that there always 
be a single-sex dorm with a dining hall, 
but many of the options completely over­
turn traditional dorm status, an 1mp�ant 
point to alarge number of stUdents. Prob­
lems with splitting dorm cohesion are per­
haps the most noteworthy, There is con_ 
siderable opposition to splitting the 
Pembrokes by both residents and non-res­
idents. ITo option includes as single-sex 
both the Pembrokes and RoCkefeller. Having 
Single-sex dorms at the extremities of the 
campus could r.,(ult in security problems. 
petitions and letter call!ng for new sets 
of options are being circulated. 
All issues and optlons wlll be dis­
cussed. at donn meetings this week,· 'o/hen 8 
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the final voting occurs, as Residence 
Council Head Kim Devlin explained, unless 
one option is overwhelmingly favored by the 
student body, the final cJ.eclsion will be 
made by the CounCil. At present the CounCil 
does not officially endorse any of its 
options, but it is possible that a situation 
similar to the one which led to the housing 
controversy last year could be created 
It is important that all possible options 
be presented to and considered by the entire 
community. It 1s important that the final 
decision adequately reflect the views of the 
community. 
EDITORIAL: 
-CR/"NC 
A proposal to keep covered the credit/ 
no credit grades of students eligible for �igh honors will be presented to the Bryn 
I·,awr faculty today. The proposal was 
prompted by a petition, signed by 426 
students, to protest the new policy of 
retroactive uncovering of all grades for 
graduating seniors whose grade point 
averages might qualify for magna and summa 
cum laude. The editors urge the Bryn 
Mawr faculty to accept this proposal. 
�etroactive uncovering of credit/no 
credit grades negates the intention behing 
the system I to provide the opportunity 
for students to take courses in which they 
have more interest than experience. .'1th 
the assurance of this low-pressure option, 
many students have been able to take such 
courses without worrying about the possible 
effect of mediocre grades on their CPA fS 
This encourages a broadening of academic
' 
experience which 1s one of the fundamental 
benefits of a liberal-arts education. 
Retroactively uncover�ng these grades 
may discourage stUdents from pursuing new 
interests, It is particularly ironic that 
those affected would be the most excellent 
and highly motivated students, who would be 
forced, in consideration of the highly 
competitive l1a:'ure of graduate-school admis­
sions and grants, into narro'..ring their 
choice of courses to those areas in ,which 
they feel sure 'of success, The limitations 
, 
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"iOOD SE ME SfER" - TRANSFERS TAL K 
Academic excellence, a small size, 
and the fact that Bryn j�awr 1s a women ' s  
college were the main reasons behind this 
year ' s  transfer ' s  decision to come to Eryn 
�:aWT. Thel:e were 2? transfers this year, 
including two mid-year students ,  leavtng 
such diverse places as Amherst, Brigham 
Young, and the l!ri)�lty of California, 
To get an idea of how '9ryn Hawr compares 
t o  other ' I, S, schools ,  the College l'e\ol's 
talked to six ne'., �tlldent s .  
Ann Rl 1ben , 1'1 was i n  the second class 
of t40men to enter newly coed Amherst C ollege, 
''Coeducatton is a disaster at Amherst, "  she 
stat ed ,  adding that the achool 1s still 
dominated. by all-male fraternities, The 
academics ,  according to Ruben, are good 
if establishment-bound, the social situ­
ation is "very bad, " ewing to the comparat­
ive sizes of Smith a.nd ":ount �olyoke, the 
ratio of women to JIlell :.S 6 to t ,  "Amherst 
men act any way they please and get away 
with it , "  said Ruben, who grew t ired of 
the male-dominated atmosphere, "! like 
living coed, bet I would never even live 
at Haverford , "  
Amherst , a small school like Bryn 
Mawr, showed less acceptance of individ­
uality , Ruben felt , "and there isn't even 
an Italian department, "  fomen did not 
have equal s�orts opportunities, there 
were no tenured women on the faculty, and 
no si ngle course on women. Though "Bryn 
Mawr i s  certainly an improvement :'m this 
resflect ,  Ruben feels it "has a respons­
ibility to offer more women ' s  studies. 
Tt ' s  5tlly t o  have a major i n  Cities and 
not in " omen 's �tudies, "  
Debra MOSS, Leslie Darrell, and �, J, 
Lewts, all of the class of IA1 , trans�erred 
�rom the !'ntverstty of Delaware, ,.mere 
they were all members of the Freshmen 
Honors Program, ''The idea of going to a 
women ' s  college appealed to m e , "  said 
Debra t-'oss, "If it hadn 't been Bryn 
Mawr it mil?;ht have been '3mith , "  She also 
welcomed the academic change - "A 
classical sort of education" - though she 
feels the climate is more academic than 
intellectual , an important distinction. 
''The people here are different , .more 
independent and unbelievably more 
academtcally oriented , "  This emphasis 
can have its negative effects, "sometimes�' 
":oss sald, "the silence around here is 
uncanny ,  " 
R , J, Lewis looked at many schools 
before coming t o  Bryn r'lawr from tJ, of 
Delaware, Amherst was too tense, "1 
wouldn 't have stayed same, "  and !"ranklln 
and "'&rahall too relaxed. "1 ",ouldn 't 
have cO"lle 1f it hadn ' t  been a women ' s  
college, "  �!1e 1.s "disappointed that the 
amount of feminist activists is so small : 
I expected more radical feminists , "  The 
idea of the -qryn r"awr-ttaverford relation­
ship was appeal ing, bllt she ..... as also 
dtsarpointed that it was not "more equal 
and relaxed, " 
C ont 'd next column 
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The science department at �ryn t"awr, 
Leds feels, needs to be both lareer and ' 
stronger, "1 was shocked to f L'ld there 
are only five phystcs majors a year, " 
There is also, she feels, a lack of social 
life, "So many people axe funct ionally 
hermits, " 
Ann K 1rsher transferred from the 
l 'niversity of' CIl.ifornia at Ponoma to 
Brigham YOllng, spent her junior year in 
Germany to get away from Brigham' YOllng, and 
met Bryn �;awrtyrs there who convinced her 
to give 'Hryn J.:awr a try, At Pomona "there 
was a lack of cooperative academiC sp1.rit, 
At Brigham Young there Has no academ1.c 
sPirit at all . "  That Bryn r:awr was a 
women ' s  college also appealed to Kir�her, 
"1 was anxious to be in a place where women 
believed in their Ohll intelligence , "  she 
said. "at Bryn l�aHT I was secure I 
wouldn ' t  be battling a stigma against women , "  
She finds 't:!ryn :'awr comfortably laclc"lng in 
malicious compet ition ��d the pfofessors, 
"wonderful , well-versed, and wllU.ng to 
help. I had a wonderful semester! " 
At the University of Plttspurgh, 
Jennifer Phillips 'P.t noted, "your student 
number was your social securHy number, " 
!::ihe had classes with 600 students enrolled, 
and finds Bryn l'laliI' a much more convenient 
size. Its smallness, however, does have its 
disadvantages, The l ibrary is "not impress ive" 
and the curriculum is bo�d by tradition, 
" But with a small college you can't expect 
to have all the benefits of a large one, 
The grad school is a big bonus , "  The 
biology program she fOllnd particularly narrow, 
Linda Saisi '81 spent a yea:r at '.:. C, 
aiverside before coming to Bryn �ia�«, At 
Riverside she found students were "in college 
to kill time, Here they 're really serious 
about learning, " She also found the biology 
program disappoint ing, ''They don ' t  push as 
hard. in SCience here, " The divisionals, 
though she finds them infleXible, are a 
ehange, "liere you can ' t  be a science major 
all the time, " Faisi noted. She echoed 
the general reaction of this year l s  transfers 
in concluding opinion - "r like it here, It 
._.( CRjNC, Con'" f •• � � � 1 
thus imposed would be detrimental to bo'th 
students and faculty. 
If the uncovering of credit/no credit 
grades 1s approved, it should affect . only 
those grades received after its Imple�ent­
atlen - that is, only grades received 
after first semester of this year. It 1s 
only fair that grades be considered by the 
same standard� under Hhich they were earned. 
- S N I CKER -
They say that in Russia a strip-tease 
i s  when a woman clad 1n overalls comes on 
stage and slowly dismantles a tractor. 
The Coll .. " No". 
East VS. We st :  
For e i gn S t ud e n ts 
Here are so •• refiections on the 81 tua­
tion an Indian prl finda herself 1.n vhen 
ahe decides to 00 •• and study 1n the U . S . , 
especially for her undergraduate work . This 
1s b.Y no me&11S an exhaustive account, for 
the reactions w1 thin the society she CODles 
:from and her own reactions are too varied 
and nUllerous to be covered 1n one article . 
These are jus t 0 bserva tions based on per­
sonal experience and that of friends . 
At the very outset one may state that 
the decision to come 1s largely the student's 
own . Not that there 1s always opposition 
to her comins , especially from her family . 
Indeed, Mhen an Indian girl comes to study 
1n the U . S .  she and her family have usually 
been ",ell-exposed to Westem culture . How­
ever, it 1s much aore common for students 
to come abroad for graduate work . Few 
venture forth at the tender age of 1 7  or 
50 . Studying abroad because one ' s  parents 
are in the diplomatic service is a diff­
erent thing. 
The reaction of Indian society to this 
decision is Most amusing. Here we are 
speaking of the educated , urban population. 
Even wi thin this sector of society there 
exists practically every ehade of outlook 
from radical liberalism to the most bigoted ' 
conservatism. And not always where you 'd 
expect to find theml 
• 
It is interesting to note that while for 
Men higher education 1n a good institution 
abroad is almost always an additional as­
set. i t  is often not so for women. Indian 
men have traditionally gone to England for 
higher studies during the 200 years of 
Brl tish rule in India. Coming to the U . S .  
a more recent phenomenon. especially for 
women . Of course, severAl people were de­
lighted that I vas coming to Br,yn l'iavr. 
These peopl e ,  academicians or those si­
milarly inclined, were in touch with edu­
cation in the West, and knew Bryn Mawr +.0 
be of the highest standards . A surpris--
• irJ&lylarge number of people disapproved of 
the whole idea . The arguments were varied I 
I was a girl , I was too young, too shelte­
red , the distance was so great , America 
too peraissive , the winter was too cold, 
what was so attractive about adventure , 
I would lose my traditional values ,  my 
cuI ture, perhaps never come back • • .  
People arranged themselves in two camps 
and fought over the last issue . One side 
said I was lost forever to the ranks of 
the drained brain. . Why. I might even 
marry an Merican! The other declared I 
Never! I would return and serve .y 
country. Several. friends faced a very 
sill1lar situation . A judicious "no 
couent" was the best policy . 
Society' s  acceptance os a student 
after her retum i8 often posed as a 
question . The question does not arise 
for those mentioned. before , who could 
appreciate .y education here . Some 
are awes truck serely by the fact of r:.y 
having experienced the best. Of those 
who raised objections, 80ae .ay be i.­
presse4 if, contrary to their ex�cta-
tion s .  I do not get blown over by the 1 0  
'alui Ues foretold . But others still 
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eye ae with suspicion . After all, I have 
done an outlandish thing • • • .  
Whether I .yeelf feel alienated from my 
society depends greatly on lilY attitude and 
the way I take to life here , which in tum 
depends depends a lot on my background . A 
nu.ber of bright minds especially in scien­
tific or technological fielas, stay on 
claiming that research facilities are better 
here and so forth . They may be working on 
a so specialized subject that b�eir qual ifi­
cations would be of no use at hom e ,  even to 
get a job. Some do marry and settle down . 
Yet others may simply prefer the lifestyle 
here . 
"Adjuetp\liflt" is a well WOITl word, but 
it is vital . Broadly speaking, one of three 
t hinge could happen to you : you may not & 
adjust at all, you may completely conform , 
or you JJ1ay make a correct adjustment .  
I t  is difficult to make an oversta tement 
when saying . that whatever part of India you 
may come from , and whatever section of society 
things are different here - totally. Having 
an idea about life here and experienc1ng i t  
are two different things. The culture shock 
hits you - to a greater or lesser degree . 
Besides, the system of education 1s quite 
different here . 
Having an open mind is essential . in order 
to Ul'Iderstand tha values and outlooks of ;: 
people here to detennine where you stand. 
Hasty judgments are best avoidea . The atti­
tude of the student is shaped to a great extent 
by that of her fam1ly or peer group - either 
in conformi ty with it or in reaction against 
i t .  If you cannot adjust to a certain extent, 
you lead a miserable existence , form a ter­
r1ble opinion of America, and scuttle home 
as fast as you can .  At the other extreme , 
you may totally conform to rules here , perhaps 
because you were very "westernlsed" at home , 
or sometimes even if not so . It is sometimes 
argued that women have more "freedom" ln the 
West, especially in the U . S .  In India today , 
women are out conquering practically every 
field . One might stay on here if one feels -
one ' s  career or soclal life would be greatly 
restricted at home . � however, would rather 
be non-conformist than escapist. Also staying 
on has often ended up 1n belonging neither 
here nor there , and nothing could t.e more un­
fortunate than that . 
The idea] adjustment is to recognise values 
and attltudes of people here while re1aining 
one ' s  own - setting up a give and take and 
going back wherever one telongs . I feel it 
is vltal that a student keeps in constant 
touch with my home 8.J'ld retUITl from time to 
time . Prolonged absence from home, especially 
ln these the most impressionable and formative 
years , could-}ead to alienation . 
I t  ls dfrficult to detemine at this stage 
the particular effects, if any , of a US educa­
tion ona student's future career. Those in 
our generation have not yet launched into � 
their careers . Those in too previous generation 
are too few in number for us to draw general 
conclusion s .  However it may be assumed that 
a girl whos comes all this way o� her own will . 
especially to a college like Bryn Mawr, ls 
sufficiently interested in her work and the 
wider world not to turn her back� on llfe . 
--Sa.rmila Bose 
. 
• 
• 
The. (..II_J. N&,.; .. 
�� .1tY1f(lJ 
and iFeUltn fik"li& 
... . ' . . 
li'rom the Bryn Mawr Year Book of 
1933; a survey of the graduating sen­
iors 1 "The Haverford-Bryn Mawr rap­
prochement is t�e subject of  various 
comments. Fourteen ( seniors) approve 
of it.  Twenty three disapprove-their 
comments being: AWFUL! "ruining our 
morals" t "blllh" ,  "up;h", "unequally 
matched" , and others of the same vin­
tage . One little lady steps right up 
and says : "r4erts ! "  
Apathy !'J'1B."s at the core of our world 
Like an ever-insatiable worm 
It shtcfi from commitment, it ' s  deaf 
to command 
And it spurs on the rigid and firm . 
Lower quorum and ransack the dorm­
rooms all nipjlt 
To be met by polite sort of distant 
blank stares 
And wa�er an a�onized tooth-pullinfl 
filjht 
To record because nobody cares . • • 
Apathy mists over vision and sound 
It muffles vibrations that bounce 
all around 
Thus apathy passively serves to abort 
In the form of the ei�ty Bryn 11awr­
ters we're short . 
Yet apathy subject to closer dissections. 
Is nothin� but pathos in different 
directions. 
�laybe our structures are now obsolete, 
Ann don 't  center on goals which, for 
us, are complete. 
Do we still have the Honor to maintain 
a code, 
And the interest to keep SGA? 
Or must we trun down an uncharted new 
road . 
In the hope that there ' s  some better 
way? 
open-endedly , 
applebee . 
�� 
--Renaissance Choir Concert 
Saturday, Feb. 1 0 ,  ) : 00 p .m.  Thomas 
--The Bryn r-1awr-Haverford Gay People I s 
Alliance will proudly present its 
Third Annual Valentin e ' s  Day Dance, 
on Saturday , :<'eb. 10,  in Pembroke 
Dining Hall , at 10 1 )0 p .m.  ?unch 
and munchies will be served. Rvery­
one in the bi-college community wel­
come! 
--"International N iKht Buffet" at 
Wyndham people in the finding list­
$5, �.st $ 5 . 50 .  Reservations 527-
�33 11 --Radnor Party Saturday, Feb . 1 0  
Fobruary 6 ,  1979 
Joleetings 
..... 
--Hunger Action Committee Organizational Meetins 
Wednesday, Feb . 7 ,  7 p . m .  
--AnthropoloKies Film Series ( "The Autumn IUvcrs 
C"amp 1 and 11") two part 0 f i"amous Netsilik Eskimo 
sequence showing hunting and household activities; 
in color. Wednesday , Feb 7, 1-2 pm • •  4 : )0-5 : )0 
p . m .  Thursday , �eb . 8 ,  7-8 p . m .  
--Gay Peoples ' Alliance Meetine for business ann 
open discussion Thursday Feb. 1 ,  8 : )0 p . � .  
Second floor College Inn 
--Fifth Day �Ieetin� Thur:::>day , ,:;'eb. 9 ,  10 a . m .  
Ge"t 101 
--Christian Fellowship Friday. ?eb. 9 ,  6 1 )0 p . m .  
Common Room 
Lectures 
, 
-- "Science and Social Control : ':Jhysics , GeneticG, 
and Society between the Wars" by Daniel Kavle:::> , 
Professor o f  �Iistory at California Institute of 
Technology 'IIednesday , :;>eb. 7 ,  4130 p . n .  (Tea 
at 4:00 � 3tokes 
--?hllosophy :olloqulu",·"Is :ian Unique? A Study 
in Philosophical Anthropology" by Jacqueline 
Cui ton of Bryn :tawr Colle�e. Thursday 'i'eb . 1 ,  
8 :00 pm in the Dorothy Vernon �oom. 
--Career ?lannlng Workshop - "'J oice Dynamics and 
Communication Skill s . "  i"riday ?eb. 9 ,  J : JO pm, 
Pembroke Rast . 
--Classics Colloquium - "Antl�neh Relativcs" by 
Richard Lattimore, Professor �meritus o f  Creck. 
Friday , r'cb 9 ,  4,)0 pm (tea at 4,15)  Russian 
Center Lounge . 
--"The Orphic Voice 1 Languar;e, Reality. and it'aith" 
by Jerry Gill of �stern College. �escnted by 
Fullerton Club. Saturday ?eb 10 , 8 : 00 pm , Cqmmon 
Poom. �� 
110vles 
-- "Movie, Hovie" Dryn ;';awr Theater. 
-- "Superman" Ardmore Theater. Reviewed in thls 
issue . 
-- "j3rigadoon" (1954) Gene Kelly, :yd Charisse, Van 
Johnson . Tuesday F'eb. 6, 8 : 00 pm. T1,' - 1 2 .  
-- "3dward the King" Part 4 .  'dednesday t:'eb. 7 ,  
8 , 00 pm. TV-17 . 
-- "Red River" with John Wayne and i'lontl3omery 
Glift. Wednesday , Feb 7,  10 , 1 5  pm. Stokes. 
-- '"The Bandwagon" w1 th !i'red Astaire and Cyd 
Charisse. Thursday Feb 8, 7 100and 9 : 1 .1 pm. 
Physics lecture Room . 
-- " Rikki-Tikki-Tave" from Rudyard Kipling ' s  
"Jungle Dooks" F'riday , fi'eb 9, 8 1 30 pm. TV-10 . 
-- "Juggernaut" Shipboard-disaster . Excellent 
cinematography . :<'riday Feb. 9, 9 : 00 pm TV-17 . 
-- "Citizen ' s  oand" ( 1977) with Paul Le�1at t Candy 
Clark , and the CD fad. Saturday , Feb. 1 0 ,  8 1 )0 
and 10 , )0 PIlI .  Stokes .  
Sam Spade dances? 
Guess again.  '-rhe 
Bandwagon" Feb. 8, 
7,00 and 9 . 15 PH, 
Physic:::> Lecture Room. 
The 0011 ... .... 
Hapw Valentin.'s Ilao'l Mult1ple images of 
a mathematician's heart, the cardioid eurve ,  
are outlined by this computer program , wri t­
ten in A?L b7 Ja" Anderson. 
Computing C. nt.r· Reorganlz .. , 
Collegl , ,, Rwche" Own 
, . 
Comp,jer 
re� 6, 1 979 
, 
and u.ke It run would be $)00,000 (locluding 
hardware, software, 80ae new tendn&ls and 
tra1nlng of oes .taff ) .  The malntenance of 
the lIP 3000 ."st.e. 1. approxillatol" $1 ,000 
per .onth, $600 per .onth less than the closest 
oo.pet1 tor. Tho college has .u .... l tt.d a 
&ajor proposal to the National Science Found­
aUon which would provide $140,000 towards 
the new computer, or about one half of the 
D.I'Ctleaar,y funds. Proposals to other foundations 
and corpora tiona are now being planned by the 
Resources Office. 
The decision to seek a computer system for 
Br,yn Mawr ITOWB out of the recent expansion 
and .elf studT of the oes. BegiMlog ln 
Spring 1 977, three rounds of consultants have 
mot with the Facult" Committee on Computing 
and 8ubco .. l tue of the Ad Hoc Coui ttee on 
Financial Planning to aSS8S8 the col1eget s  
collputing needs. The 0(5 staff now includes 
three ful time ahd three part t1me profession­
'.als and a number of students. The major res-
ponslbll i ties of the oes fall into two areas, 
administrative and academic. 
Terri Koster, the new associate dlrectol' 
has been engaged in assessing the computing 
needs of the college administrative offices, 
including the Comptroller$, Recorder's, 
Resources and Housing . Present) y the college 
handles student payroll, bookkeepb.St general 
and some personal business for the Comptroller ' s  
Office , but leases out faculty and st&ff pay-
roll and student bills to a local service In a nine page report completed early this bureau. If the college installs its own com-
week .  the Office of Computing Services announced puter, these could be done at Bryn Mawr. its intent to acquire a new computer system The Recorder's Office, Resources and for Bryn Mawr. The proposed syate., the Hewlett-Housing are those offices which could make Packard (lIP) 3000 Model III, was. chosed b7 the the greatest use of ""the ·computing facilities. director and staff of the Office of Computing Because the college recently received a large Services (oes) 10 consultation with the Facult" NEH matching grant, the Resource Office has Coui ttee on eoaput1ng . first prior! ty for overhaul, Fo1nce the college For the past seven years the College has must be able to efficiently account for these bought its computing services fro. a non-profit f\mds. More use by the Recorder's and . Housing corporation called UniColl that serves a nuaber offices, possible computerization ot the of local colleges and universities . The ter- admissions process, and use of the college 's m1nals, located in t.the baeeaent of Dalton, are computer for long-range budget planning are connected to the central fac1lity located at also planned. 34th and Market in Fhiladelphia. While the Mr. Anderson expressed his concern that UniColl system offers a rich reserve of programs ,  the administrative offices of the college learn Its disadvantages include its d1stance front to make better use of the computer facUi ties the college , and the cost of some of its ser- to manage their data, which Is highly cost vices, as well as the total cost to the colleger effective. He explained that each of the for renting its services, which amounts to offices must lOlow what data. belongs to ea.ch, approx1u.tel" $50,000 per year. and that administrative offices mu.t become Ja;y Anderson, Director of the oes and pro- lnvol ved in designing the handling of their fessor of chemistry, explains that iniomat1on data by computer. While the oes provides the on the HP :3000 and other ayeteae wu gathered technical knowledge , they should not just during lut aemeater and last su.aer. other write a pI.'Ogr8JI or deliver the results. The colleges were consulted on their experience administrators and staff of the college ' s  
with the modele under conaideration. and coat administrative offices must be able to under-8at1aates were compUed. He notee that the stand and make use of the programs that their HP JQOO was chosen on the baeis of five criteria. offices use. ita pertoraance, althoU8h Nower thaAtlsoae Academic use of the computer fac1J1t1es by 
others , viII "beet •• et the college' s  neade" 1  students and by faculty includes about 40!' .... will tho software oftered with the lIP JOOO. of programs in SPSS (used 10 the .0c1al . Other collog •• report that Hewlett-Packa%d'. scienc •• ) ,  J5:C student program. 10 Fortran • 
• ervicing of their ."ste •• 10 good and pro.pt. ether .tatistical paCkag.s and the language Another advantage ill that ita reaote job entry APL aake up the rest of academic ul5e .  Non-(abil1ty to "t&lk" to another coaputer syatea , credit .comes in SPSS and API. are being 
eg. UniOoll) 10 considered good. taught &ge1n this se.eater. 
Also central to the choico of the lIP 3000 Other plans of tho oes loclud. continuation 
.odel is the prlce . The total coat. to bw,y of non-cred1 t courses and a computer course 
the coaputer, transport 1t here, install it, for credit, which wUl be 8ubn1tted to the 
1 2  (CO",. p. 13) 
, '!'b. Coll .. ... 
DE MONSTRATION HELD 
OYer twent:r n.udenta _rehed on 
Pr.I1dent� JlDPb.,..cn·. ottic. at noaa, 
Jbolda,. Jan. 29. to d-m that .. tre. 
course in •• l.t-d.t�a. b. added to the 
� d.partm.,t orrering.. Led by Cath_ 
erine DeBeeu and Sarah Hurray. th. atb.­
dont . .. ked Prllidlllt IIoPher.cm and D..., 
Dunn tOf" • cour •• in .elt d.ten •• which 
would dwell not .0 Much on •• It-d.tenae 
a • . on bow to ..... oid .ituaticn. in wbich 
self-defense would b. nMded. DuBeau 
.110 suggested that .elected student. 
.hould go th .. ough tho cours. orr.red by 
W.O.A.R. to train 1.1 Rape Coun.elors,_ 
-.0 that there would b. seaBCIle who vas 
trained. to handl. it. should .. rape eTer 
occur." President McPberacn wggested 
t>:at parhaps on. or tho 1n!1noary starr 
could undergo training. and prc:a1sed to 
talk to tho GYIII department about tho 
courSfi 
Ki •• - Delano, head ot the Gya- de-
partment, in doted" that tho onl,y. Gym 
tar.. which vere long enough to permit • 
.. It-Det.n •• course ver.· the Winter n 
and Spring t.... .  She also cited th. ·· . 
lack or a trained in.truotor on tho c­
.tatt. and .aid that tho d.partmont pay. 
the current instructor $450 to teach tor 
tvo houri .. week. Thi. 111 the firat ,. ... r. 
hOllla.er, that student. taking the selt-de­
fen •• cour •• will not be charged an add1-
tional t ... 
The Spring s.U-d.tmse cour •• will 
b. given tr .... 6-7 p ...  TU .. odays and Thur.­
da:ro, and it will be ottered to atudents. 
taculty, and atatt; 
• 
Br yn Mawr a t  Smith Confere nce 
ChingUft.9 Tanco, men ArIIbru.ter, 
Cather1ne - DaBMU. Chri.tina De1P1ero, and 
Natalie '.Uchmteld repre.onted Bryn Mawr 
at the WoaCl ' .  College Conference at Smith 
Coll.ge this week."d. other vc..en ' .  college. 
attending included Simmons, Mt. IIblyoke, Bad­
clUt .. Doa.gl..a.s, I.uka and Vaaaar. Tvo pan_ 
.1 di.eua.ien., CI'l car •• ra and CI'l "Th. Rol. 
ot n..1ni_ at WCIIlen'. College." war. giTfill 
along with tvelye other work.hop •• 
Tanco, SG4 Tr ...  ur.r. attended workshops 
on .9GA organizatim, Minoritie. on Caa}:Als. 
and P1nanc.. She reported that Bryn lIawr hal 
tho highelt Stwdlllt du.. ot &lIT ot tho cen­
t.enc. colleges. Other .chools are particu­
larly cOlleamed with funding mroourricular 
actiViti • • •  acrr1e t.e. ancf lion..,. trc-. the ad­
a1.n1..tr-ation were the most frequent .ource. 
ot funding. A.t sca. other IOboo1. all organ_ 
isaticol are .elt-tund1ng. at others, politi_ 
cal. r.l1giaul and gay organiu.ticas ar. not 
giv .. student ttind •• 
Wc..en' • .A.ll.1ance apokelNaun Catherin. 
DbBoau attonded vorkshopr CIl IIIl-BaUemel. 
!.oab1ln1a and Soourity and V101onc� COl ca­
po.. x.lhian organisation. ar. trequ .. tly 
suppressed en otJler c.-pu ••• , DaB.u report«i. 
Mo.t receive no .tnd.,t gO"t'elTIIIent fund., al­
though Holyok. givea $800-$'1000 to its gal'. 
organ1fAtii:ln. Many grOllpl are not evlft aD­
loved- to .tuft' rtudClt 81lbox ••• 
CCIlt'd next 001 ... 1 3  
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Security prahl._ are increa.ing em. 
... t cupu.... Radclltt. locka ita dolWl 2# 
houzol a da,.. At Holyok .. there i • •  phecaeon 
ot tfdat�rape·, in which .c.. ... are- raped Q 
an aoqua1nta.nc.� and then are afraid to report 
it. Holyok., baa trained till stud.nt. as rap. 
coun.elore. According to DuBeau, most of the 
colleg •• represented vera amall, thus strang­
ers on cepus are conspicuous. Even so, IUny 
"(Dan are hesitant to cont'ront or report sua­
piciou. people. 
At & workshop an vamen'. collegea 
which have gone c o-edneatlcnal, Senio)' CJJLSS 
Pres1dent .tRUe "'llchmteld cI1:soovereci � .. t 
"cae at th.se colleges no longer wished to 
be identified as wcmell.1S colleges .  In 
particular, WCIIlel'l at Radclltte preferred 
to be thought of as Harvard students. 
M�rion President Christina Del Piero alao 
attended the workshop, and reported that 
most of Vassar's leadership roles have 
been taken over by men. Vassar's current 
SGA president is male. 
Del Piero also attended the ERA-C&I!lpus 
workshop. A Smith alumna spoke in favor of 
recruiting allUllt8.e speakers to address 
feminist issues. Most schools felt a lack 
of discussion on campus about concerns 
which atfect all women . 
Women ' s  Studies was one of the topics 
at the Curriculum. workshop attended by Ellen 
Armbruster, CUrriculuc Committee Read. 
She r.ported a strong vomen' a: studies 
department at SOI1D!Ions . Holyoke preferred 
not to "ghettoize" vamen ' s  studies in a 
separate department, but instead to include 
womens issues in as many courses and 
.d4firtments a. possible. In conjunction with 
this, the importanee of vomen protessors 
as role models vas discussed. There are 
only 8 or 1 0  tenured women professors out 
ot Harvard' s  faculty ot 400. AnIIbruster 
also found thAt Bryn M 'Lrr had the most 
str-ingent liberal arts divisional require­
ment. of any of the conference colleges. 
A problem mentioned by s�veral of Bryn 
Mawr 's representatives was the difference 
in wealth aMong the schools. other colleges 
had more money tor women ' s  studies, student 
centers and wOIIlen' s ,�enters . Sndth '.  
student Government even owns several cars. 
Tanco ·sort ot made a carmitment" to 
hold next yea.r'. Wanenl s Colleges Conf9l'ence 
at Bryn Mawr. Both 1&nco and DuBeau have 
ottered to help organize it. DuBeau 
characterized Smith 's conference as "A 
tough act totollOW'. It was really well 
organized aOO really well done. 
C()!POTDiG (cont . )  
Curriculum COI!III1ttee this spring, arr.ihmon 
oriontotion program to acquaint .tudenta with 
tho tacilities and otrerings ot the ottic., • 
lecture series is ottered this •••• ter, and 
the ottice puts out • newsletter. A. propos.l 
to tho NS' tor a major thr .. year training 
progr&ll tor taculty 10 considered •• poc1all:r 
1JIportant by l-!r. .Anderson who stressed the 
b.portance ot canput.r knowledge and added that 
Ii. t .. !. tliat stud.nt. will learn ccnpoter 
skill. CIlly whon the taoulty _.rstand. their 
importance and can themselves make use ot 
OCDput1ng in their teaching and r ...... oh. 
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YAI.E CHOOI.1S TRIUMPHANT 
Maintaining an audience 's interest 
while singing in a foreign language 10 one 
of a performance ' s  major challenges .  The 
Yale Russian Chorus triUJIphed magn1ficontl,y. 
Sponsored by tho Philadelphia Yale Club and 
by the Bryn Mawr-Haverford Russian Club , 
this group of 23 men roused the audience 
into a range of emotions, a feat not easily 
accompllehed in February. 
The program be!!"..n with religious hymns 
sung in Old Church Slavic, a language not 
used since before the revolution. Folk songs 
from several centuries follpwed, the best 
of which was Paidu-li vy�du l,ya, a tongue 
twister about a girl on a hill pondering 
whether or not she should run to meet her 
IIOld.1er. The chons managed to keep the 
song clear and exciting even as i� got 
faster arrl faster, so that its impact was 
felt even qy those listeners who did not 
speak Russian. 
Then the pace changed with a mournful 
song about an escaped serf who may never 
return to his homeland. His love of the 
fatherland was the common denominator of 
all the songs. The most amusing song 
expressed another great love of the Russians . 
In an attempt to motivate the troops , " 
officers il1Clulred about the soldieri' fam­
illes. After responding to queries about 
brott'ers sisters, and fathers, the men 
are ask�d about their aunts. "eur aunt is 
Vodka , "  they sang in chorus. Clear solos 
by the officers interlaced with 1h e re­
sounding shouts of the mennProvided an 
interesting Ilusieal texture and made t.he 
audience want to try at least one day of 
a march over Russia. 
Musical expertise ran throughout the 
concert " which abounded with beautlful 
harmony and expressive dynamics. Though 
the director's name was not in the pro-
gram nor mentioned lyanyone there, he must 
have been more than capable , sinee he brought 
out the musical as well as the linguistic 
talents of the group . 
Slnce its establishMent in 1953, this 
group has toured extensively througheut the 
U . S . , Europe, and the U . S . S . R .  It hopes 
to return to the U . S  .. S . R .  in May and June, 
and we should definitel,y hope that it . "  
returns here again in performance. 
--Nancy Chick and Ingrid Bodtker 
Classified 
WANTE:D to borrow, Wide angle lens or flash 
attachment for Nikon or OlJqtp&s camera. We 
will be very careful .  Contact Martha Kaplan 
(�em. West) or Sara B .  Woodward (College Inn) . 
HEPB�N FAC'tS" 
Katharine Hepburn ' s  �SSt in the recent­
ly aired TV movie '-rohe Com is Green, "  was 
copied from a picture of her mother at Bryn 
Mawr. 
When she visited the campus several 
years ago Katharine Hepbrun confirmed the 
traditlon that she skinny-dipped ln the 
Cloisters Pool after a hard night in 
Thom .. s library . 
February 6, 1979 
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GPA OFFICE HOURS 
The Bryn Mawr - Haverford Gay People ' s  Alliance 
is pleased to announce the following Open 
Office Hours for this semester. 
Monday 8-10 p.m. Wednesday 7-9 p.m. 
Tuesday 7-9 p.m.  Saturda,y 1-5 p.m.  
The GPA office i8 located in Jones Basement 
at Haverford. Durlng 'these office hours , GPA ·s 
collection of books and periodicals on homo­
sexuality and related subjects is open, and 
a member of GPA 1s available for discussion . 
STUDENT-TO-STUDENT COUNSELING 
The Student-to-Student counseling service 
schedule this semester is as follows I 
At Haverf«d At BMC 
(left side of Horrls (second floor, I' 
dispensary) College Inn) 
Sun. Tom wesser Martha Kaplan 
Rebecca Sheline Jon Esser 
Mon. Reld LaClair 
1-Upm 
Adrienne Lee 1-11pm 
Tues. Ellen Kessler 
Yvette Smith 7-11pm 
Wed. Arlene Brown 
Dave Hamilton 7-11pm 
Thurs . 
Sat , 
Anjan Chatterjee 
Chris Hogness 
Ivan Alicea 
Preston Clark 
Dem1 ' South 
Carol Jean DeVido 
Please note new place 
CO LLE GE NE WS 
7-11pm 
6-10pm" 
Want to write for the College News? We 
welcome all reporters and wr1 ters--only 
interest is necessary . 
We accept and will print all letters 
and articles if they are signed., Ii terate 
and legible . We reserve the right to refuse 
to print itemsdeemed offensive . 
Questions and suggestions may be addressed 
to Martha Bayless, 527-091 1 ,  or may be 
deposited in the College News box in Taylor. 
The newspaper 1s produced every other Sunday 
night in the Merlon back smoker. Come by if 
you 'd like to help us. 
We are running this show on a shoestring. 
All donations--money, not shoestrings--grate­
full,y accepted . 
E DITO RS: 
Editors I Martha Bayless 
Sk;t:a Brainard 
Ruth Clark 
Shelley Kempner 
Contributing Editorsl 
Judy Calhoun 
Betsy Honig 
Sarah Murray 
Mary Lou Soczek 
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S P O R T S  
The granasties team took fourth� place 1n 
the first annual PAIAW chaapionships with a 
win over Swarthmore . They are also coa1ng 
close to a season goal of 70 points with a 
69.2 against Ursinus and UPenn last Fr1d�. 
A 10s8 against Essex Community College on 
January 26 provided both a W&r1l-Up and an 
incentive for the team's excellent perfor­
mance at the Championships' 
Outstanding performances at the Champ­
ionships were provided by Puff Alstatt 
and Ellen Bonacarti on vault with 5 . 75 and 
6.25 respectively, &s well &s Judy Calhoun 's 
fifth place on balance beam with a 6.75 . 
�JMawrts only medal 1n the Championships. 
Vaulting seems to be the team' s  best 
event and they showed this with a 7.25. 
a 6.85 and a 6.25 by Ellen Bonaaarti .  
Judy Calhoun and Puff Alstatt respectively, 
achieving a tie for second , a third, and 
a tie for fifth. Judy Calhoun also 
finished third in the all-around with a 
score of 22.55. 
Improvements have been made by all mem­
bers of the team. On bars , Ann Korn has 
gone from a 1 .6 to a 3.0 and Puff Alstatt 
from. a 1 .9 to a 2.55 .  Beam shott's amazing 
improvements . Debbie Brown ,  without a 
routine at the beginning of the semester t 
has gone from a 1.95 to a 3 . 1  and Ellen 
Bonacarti from a 2 .65 to a 5.751 
The team will hope to repeat their win 
over Swarthmore in their last meet of the 
season on Feb. 16 against Swarthmore ani 
Glassboro , at Swarthmore , SIOOp.m. The 
bus leaves Bryn Mawr at 3100 p.m. and 
Haverford at 3 1 35 p.m. , but there is no re­
turn bus . The Athletic Association may . 
sponser a bus. 
The Bryn Mawr swimming team has been 
doing excellently despite their recent 
losses to Widener ,UPenn and Temple. 
According to Coach Linda Castner, "Every­
body has been doing well" ,  with many people 
swimming events outside of their own. 
Against Temple the swimmers were given a 
chance to swim extra events due to extra 
lanes in the pool , ani many of the swimmers 
volunteered to swim extra events I 
Becky Ross , up to form, qualified another 
event for the Eastern AIAW Championships -
50 yard fly 1 Becky will also be swimming the 
50 free and 100 free in Eastern and. those two 
events in Nationalsl other outstanding 
efforts have been done by Nora Greer in the 
.500 free when she performed. her personal 
best aga.1nst Widener to achieve a third 
place,  and followed it with another third 
88ainst UPenn. Dan1 Hutchins earned. a 
second in 50 back and a third in 50 free , 
both against Widener. 
Not to be outdone by the upperclasses, 
the Freshmen have contributed in excellent 
perfonnances. Lizzy Gray took third place 
against Widener in the 100 free . Brissen 
Elmer won thre8'l second. places in 50 and 
100 freestroke against Widener and thin! 
places in those events against UPenn , as 
(Can't on next column) 
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.. ell u & firet plac. in the 100 III 
-«ainst Widener. Claudia Stevert ee 
a ne .. pool record in 50 fly against 
Widener and took second 1n 100 back, as 
.ell aa firet placee in thoee events 
against UPenn &nd a second in 100 fly at 
UPenn . 
The loae to Widener w&i due to a UlSu� 
decision in the last event - free relaYI 
The 10 •• to UPenn was close as well, 71-
47. Teap1e did much better, but they 
have several. acholarship 8wi_era, a big 
advantage . 
The team will continue their compe­
tition with meets against Immaculata , 
Feb. 1 3  as well ae the PAIAW Championships 
at laSalle College on Feb. 15 , 16. and 
17th. 
Three singles players and four doubles 
teMs sent to the PAIA1� championships 
Saturday. This was the culmination of 
their first week of competition. They held 
a win against cross-town rival Harcum and 
lost to :.rest Chester. 
The team beat Harcum varsity 4-1 
and Jayvee 4-1, with victories by the 
three varsity singles, and one doubles team 
All three J8¥Vee doubles and one Jayvee 
single team wom. The win was tempered by 
a loss to '�est Chester, Thursday, a loss 
not unexpected because the "{est Chester 
team is so strong, 
The PAlAU ch8Jllpionships went very 
well, with two singles players, Francesca 
Galassi and Carolyn Cantlay, reaching 
quarter finals, Francesca in the cham­
pionship section and Carolyn in the 
consolation round. The doubles teams 
performed excellently. Many of these 
reople were playing for the f irst time 
in compet1tion, so their performances 
vere particularly impressive. 
Coach Elaine Johnson is very proud of 
the team and says, "the team has improved 
greatly since last year, especially the 
doubles. "  The team is very 3:1thusiastic , 
and according to Coach Johnson, "the 
freshmen have lots of potential, but 
need experienae, II 
T hanks 
The Br:m Mawr athletes would like 
to thank President Mary Pat IIcPherson 
for her attendance at sporting events. 
Her presence has boosted the morale 
of both the athletes and the coaches. 
President �Pher50n, thank you. 
